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NIST (NBS) established in 1901
“It is therefore the unanimous opinion of your
committee that no more essential aid could be given to
• manufacturing
• commerce
• the makers of scientific apparatus
• the scientific work of Government
• schools, colleges, and universities
than by the establishment of the institution
proposed in this bill.”

Organic Act of 1901; Updated in 2008
Functions and activities of the Institute include:

House Com m ittee on Coinage,
W eights and M easures … on the
establishm ent of the National
Bureau of Standards (now NI ST)
M ay 3, 1900

• custody and dissemination of national standards
o comparison of US national standards with those of other nations

• determination of physical constants and the properties of materials,
• solutions to measurement and standards problems of other government agencies
• providing (Innovation) assistance to industry
̶ development of measurements, measurement methods and basic measurement
technology
̶ development of technology and procedures needed to improve quality, modernize
manufacturing processes, ensure product reliability and cost-effectiveness, promote
more rapid commercialization …
̶ operation of National User Facilities

NIST – Who We Are and What We Do
NIST is a world class scientific and technical agency uniquely
focused on driving innovation and economic competitiveness.
We drive U.S. innovation and economic competitiveness
through:
 a world-leading scientific research -- measurement, technology,
and standards solutions to our stakeholders
 a nation-wide network of centers -- focused on strengthening
our nation’s small and medium manufacturers
 a program in performance excellence -- used to assess the
nation’s companies and organizations which is recognized,
utilized, and emulated around the world
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NIST Programs, Presidential Priorities and Department’s
Strategic Plan
NIST:
• a key player on the Administration’s
Innovation Team
• the nation’s go-to agency for
measurements, standards, and technology

Providing measurements, standards and
technology in areas a national importance ,
e.g.

• Advanced Manufacturing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Communications
Cybersecurity
Disaster Resilience
Environment and Energy
Forensic Science
Verification of GHG Inventories

NIST-at-a-Glance
Major Assets
• ~ 3,000 Employees; 1800 Scientists and Engineers

NIST FY 2014 Congressional Appropriations
$850

• ~ 2,800 Associates and Facilities Users
• ~ 400 NIST Staff on ~1,000 national and international
standards committees
Plus
~ $120 M from other Government Agencies
~ $50 M for other reimbursable services

NIST has two main campuses……

and six joint institutes
JILA – amo physics
• JQI – quantum science
•

•

Boulder, CO
26 buildings; 208 acres

+ two sites housing NIST radio stations:
• Ft. Collins; 390 acres
• Kauai; US Navy 30 acre site

biotech – adv.
therapeutics

HML – marine bioscience
• NCCoE – cybersecurity
• CHiMaD – “materials by design”
•

Gaithersburg, MD
62 buildings; 578 acres

IBBR –

NIST Laboratory Program

providing measurement solutions for industry and the nation
Standards Coordination Office
Standards Services Division
NIST Quality Manager

Chief Manufacturing Officer

Material
Measurement
Laboratory

Physical
Measurement
Laboratory

Associate Director for
Laboratory Programs

Engineering
Laboratory

Information
Technology
Laboratory

Special Programs Office

Law Enforcement Standards, National Security
Standards, Climate Assessment & Advanced
Communications Programs

Communication
Technology
Laboratory

Center for
Nanoscale
Science and
Technology

NIST Center
for Neutron
Research

Metrology Laboratories

Technology Laboratories

National User Facilities

Driving innovation through
Measurement Science and Standards

Accelerating the adoption and deployment of
advanced technology solutions

Providing world class, unique, cutting-edge
research facilities

Automotive Lightweighting

Industry Goal - CAFE of
39 MPG by 2016

Auto industry needs to incorporate advanced lightweight alloys in automobiles to help meet
increased fuel efficiency requirements
Industry Needs
• Data and models the auto industry uses to optimize the design and
manufacture of traditional metal parts are not applicable.
• So, US industry is spending $10 million+ on trial-and-error testing to
optimize manufacturing protocols for these advanced alloys
• Material property data/models/tests are needed that are applicable for these
materials. E.g.,:
− Methods to assess “strain” on a material under manufacturing conditions,
i.e., stretches and bends in multiple directions simultaneously and not just
one at a time
− predicting springback, when a part changes shape after it it has been formed
− determining the crashworthiness of lightweight alloy components
NIST:
• developing methods to measure multiaxial metal forming that are more
representative of actual manufacturing conditions
• NIST materials deformation data now is being used directly by industry to
more efficiently develop forming protocols for lightweight alloys
• led the development of ASTM 2462: Springback Cup Test, recently adopted for
industry use
• developing high-rate deformation tests to better assess performance in crashes

National Network for Manufacturing Innovation

Additive
Manufacturing
DOD – Youngstown, OH

Adv. Composites Mfg.

Power
Electronics
DOE – Raleigh, NC

Digital
Manufacturing
DOD – Chicago, IL

Lightweight
Metals
DOD – Detroit, MI

2014
Solicitation
TBA

2014
Solicitation
TBA

2014
Solicitation
TBA

Net-Zero Energy Residential Test Facility Exceeds Goal
• The Net-zero Energy Residential
Test Facility ended its one year
study period with:
• Savings of over $4300/year or
$364/month in electricity bills,
by the home’s virtual residents
• Plus, a net positive energy
balance of 491 kwh, enough
energy to drive an electric car
1440 miles.
• Moving forward, this facility will be
used to provide the scientific basis
for tests and standards for building
energy efficiency and
environmental performance
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Program Update: Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity
a.k.a. Cybersecurity Executive Order (EO)
Credit: K Talbot/NIST & Shutterstock

“…America must also face the rapidly growing threat
from cyber attacks. …. I signed a new executive
order that will strengthen our cyber defenses by
increasing information sharing, and developing
standards to protect our national security, our jobs,
and our privacy…”
- President Obama in the 2013 State of the Union
Address

• Leverages two key NIST roles – as a convener
and as a technical agency
• NIST to developed standards framework to
reduce cyber risks to critical infrastructure (the
"Cybersecurity Framework").

.

Author: Pkkao
Creative Commons License

• Partnered with industry, standards
organizations and government agencies
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Report Released on NIST Cryptographic Standards Program
The VCAT recommendations to NIST fall into four basic categories:

• Improve NIST’s open and transparent process when producing
its standards and best practices,

• Increase NIST cryptographic capacity,
• Increase the involvement of the cryptographic community,

including academia and industry, in the standards-development
process,

• Review and clarify NIST’s relationship with NSA.
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Helping Strengthen the “Science” in Forensic Science
A landmark forensics report by U.S. National Research Council of
the National Academies was issued in Feb. 2009.
“With the exception of nuclear DNA analysis, no forensic method has
been rigorously shown to have the capacity to consistently, and with a
high degree of certainty, demonstrate a connection between evidence and
a specific individual or source.”

NIST is committed to strengthening forensic science to provide greater
transparency, rigor, and confidence in forensic evidence used in the criminal
justice system.
• Co-Chairing the National Commission on Forensic Science (with DoJ)
˗ to help improve the reliability of forensic science data/information and to develop policy
recommendations for the U.S. Attorney General.
˗ to be comprised of forensic science practitioners, academic researchers, prosecutors,
defense attorneys, judges, and other relevant stakeholders
•

Building out and supporting the OSAC

•

Conducting laboratory-based research to…
o Validate select existing forensic science methods and guidance
o Develop and critically evaluate new methods

Organization of Scientific Area Committees (OSAC)
Forensic Science Standards Board (FSSB)
Legal Resource
Committee (LRC)

Quality Infrastructure
Committee (QIC)

Human Factors
Committee (HFC)

SAC

SAC

SAC

SAC

SAC

Biology/DNA

Chemistry/

IT/Multimedia

Physics/Pattern

Instrumental Analysis

Crime Scene/
Death Investigation

DNA Analysis Sub1

Controlled Substances Sub

Anthropology Sub

Facial Identification Sub

Blood Stain Pattern
Analysis Sub

DNA Analysis Sub2

Fire Debris and Explosives
Sub (lab)

Disaster Victim
Identification Sub

Imaging Technologies Sub

Wildlife Forensics Sub

Friction Ridge Sub
Speaker Recognition Sub

Geological Materials Sub
Gunshot Residue Sub

Dogs and Sensors Sub
Fire Scene and
Explosives Sub

Materials (Trace) Sub
Toxicology Sub

SAC = Scientific Area Committee
Sub = Subcommittee

Medical/Legal Death
Investigation Sub

Firearms & Toolmarks
Sub
Footwear
& Tire Tread Sub
Questioned Documents
Sub

Odontology Sub

March 18, 2014

New Communications Technology Laboratory Established
The CTL promotes the development and deployment of advanced communications technologies through the
conduct of leading edge R&D on both the metrology and understanding of physical phenomena, materials capabilities, complex
systems relevant to advanced communications; and through the conduct of research targeted at supporting a multi-level testbed
facility.

Material
Measurement
Laboratory

Physical
Measurement
Laboratory

Engineering
Laboratory

Information
Technology
Laboratory

Communication
Technology
Laboratory

Center for
Nanoscale
Science and
Technology

NIST Center
for Neutron
Research

Metrology Laboratories

Technology Laboratories

National User Facilities

Driving innovation through
Measurement Science and
Standards

Accelerating the adoption and
deployment of advanced technology
solutions

Providing world class, unique, cuttingedge research facilities

Initial Areas of Focus:

•
•

•

Public Safety Communications Research (PSCR) –PSCR has moved into CTL from the Office of Special
Programs. Near-term, CTL will increase PSCR technical staff and enhance the LTE laboratory infrastructure
to increase support for public safety communications.
Spectrum Sharing – Working through the joint NTIA/NIST Center for Advanced Communications, and the
National Advanced Spectrum and Communications Test Network, CTL will create a trusted capability to
facilitate spectrum sharing studies, optimize access to engineering capabilities, and engage spectrum
users in collaboration.
Develop R&D programs- Working with stakeholders, CTL will develop strategic plans for high value R&D
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Needs for Measurement Standards in the U.S.

•

Article I, Section 8: The
Congress shall have the
power to…fix the standard of
weights and measures






Eight different “authoritative” values for the gallon
Electrical industry needed standards
American instruments sent abroad for calibration
Consumer products and construction materials
uneven in quality and unreliable

National Archives

National Bureau of Standards
established by Congress in 1901

Currently, it is estimated that 80% of global merchandise trade is
influenced by testing and other measurement-related requirements of
regulations and standards

Thanks for Your Attention
Willie E. May
Associate Director for Laboratory Programs & Acting Director
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899-1000
(301) 975-2300
wem@nist.gov

Questions and Comments?
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